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FAQs  - Mineshafts 

 

What is a mineshaft? 

Mine shafts are tunnels used to reach underground minerals like coal, chalk or tin.  Usually these are 

vertical but sometimes they are sloping tunnels into hillside where they are known as adits or drifts. 

Sometimes adits were constructed to drain water from mines. 

The sides of mineshafts can be formed from the rock or soil they were dug into, or they can be lined 

with wood, steel or concrete to support them.  Shafts can be roughly rectangular or circular, or arch 

shaped for adits. They can be quite small (1-2m across) or many metres in size for larger mines. 

When were mineshafts dug? 

Mining has been taking place in the UK since prehistoric times and still goes on today.  A large number 

of mineshafts were dug in Victorian times during the Industrial Revolution when coal and other 

minerals were needed for homes and industry. Unfortunately in the past mineshafts were quickly 

forgotten about when new buildings were constructed. 

Where do you find mineshafts? 

Whilst mineshafts are often found in coal mining areas they can be found right across the UK where 

they were used for mining other minerals, in rural was well as built up areas.  Mineshafts are often 

more common where minerals are relatively shallow – deeper mineworkings tended to have fewer, 

larger shafts. 

What is the risk from mineshafts? 

Where mineshafts have been properly infilled or capped with reinforced concrete (for example to 

allow new building nearby) there is no risk from them.  Unfortunately, however, many old mineshafts 

were either very poorly infilled or are even largely open.  Often there is little evidence at surface of 

the mineshaft, so it is very difficult to know what its condition is below ground.  If the material around 

the mineshaft or covering it is weak it may collapse and, depending on the size and depth of the 

mineshaft, a large depression or even a deep hole can then form at the surface.  Land and buildings 

nearby could be affected by collapses of mineshafts but fortunately the numbers of people injured by 

them is very low. 

If there is a collapse of a mineshaft on your property keep everyone well away from it and call 999. 

Who is responsible for mineshafts? 

Most coal mineshafts are owned by the Coal Authority who are responsible for managing their safety, 

including repair of any damage caused by them. However the Coal Authority is not responsible for 

treating mineshafts to allow new building or where there is not an immediate safety issue. 

Unfortunately, some coal mine shafts as well as all other types of mineshafts are not owned by the 

Coal Authority. Where there is no known owner for the mineshaft, they are normally the responsibility 

of the person owning the land.  This is why it is very important to complete a mining search before 

buying property, since the cost of treating mineshafts to make them safe can be very expensive. The 

Terrafirma Ground Report states whether shafts are owned by the Coal Authority, who will then be 

responsible for them.  Even if a mineshaft does not affect buildings on your property, if it affects a 

neighbour’s land you may be responsible for making it safe. 
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What should I do if I think there is mineshaft on my property? 

Don’t panic!  Mineshafts can be present for hundreds of years without causing any problems as long 

as they are not disturbed, but always get specialist advice on what to do about them – especially if you 

are thinking of building near to them or changing the use of the land.  First of all, this will mean 

checking mine records or information from when the property was built– it maybe that the shaft has 

been treated to make it safe.   A mining specialist will need to assess if the shaft is likely to pose a risk 

to your property and if any further investigations are required. 

Always remember that if there is any sign of ground movement above a possible shaft, such as cracks 

or depressions, you should keep away from the area and get specialist advice, such as from a building 

surveyor or the local council.  If you can see movements happening or holes opening up you should 

leave the area straight away, stop anyone else from going near and call 999.   

How do you find a mineshaft? 

It is normally very difficult to locate a mineshaft exactly since they normally cannot be seen at the 

surface.  Since the records of them are often very old they can be quite inaccurate.  Where a mineshaft 

could affect a property, then boreholes are normally required to try to locate it, which can be difficult 

for small mineshafts.   

Terrafirma’s reports show which recorded mineshafts are likely to affect a property and so may need 

to be investigated.  Remember that disturbing a mineshaft (for example digging over it) can cause it 

to collapse, so you will need to employ a specialist ground investigation company to locate mineshafts. 

You or your contractor will need to obtain permission from the Coal Authority to investigate any shafts 

owned by them. 

How do you treat a mineshaft? 

Shallow mineshafts can be treated by infilling them with concrete or gravel they are open. Often 

mineshafts are capped with reinforced concrete where they are too deep to infill or are partially 

infilled or buildings are present nearby. Treating mineshafts is expensive, which is why it is important 

to know if there are any recorded mineshafts on a property before you buy. 

Remember that disturbing a mineshaft can cause it to collapse, so you will need to employ a specialist 

contractor if you want to treat mineshafts. You or your contractor will need to obtain permission from 

the Coal Authority to treat any shafts owned by them. 

How can Terrafirma help? 

The Terrafirma Ground Report provides information on all the types of mining that might have taken 

place beneath a property you buy it.  The Ground Report shows any recorded shafts that could affect 

the property and gives advice on what to do next. Our professional geologists can explain any queries 

you may have on the report. 

 

 

Useful information 
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These notes are only a brief guide but if you need more information our team of professionals are 

always available for advice on mining issues and the Terrafirma website has a range of helpful 

guidance. 

• Information on the Coal Authority can be found at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority 

• Information on local RICS building surveyors can be found at: https://www.ricsfirms.com/ 

• A guide to building surveys is available at : https://www.ricsfirms.com/media/1186/rics-

consumer-guide-home_surveys-2018.pdf 
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